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Overview

� Synthetic Biology sub-fields

� Sources of SynBio biosecurity concerns

� Bio-security debate in SynBio

� 5P governance matrix

� Precaution as guiding principle

� Conclusion



Subfields of contemporary SynBio

2. DNA based bio-circuits

3. Minimal genome

4. Protocells 

5. Chemical SB

1. DNA Synthesis



Why worry about SynBio?

Scientific 

Breakthroughs in ...
When Misuse

Bacteriology 1890s
Offensive BW sabotage 

programmes during WW-I

Aerobiology 1940s-1960s
Mid-century offensive BW 

programmes 

Virology 1960s-1980s
Late Cold War offensive 

BW programmes

Genetic engineering 1980s onwards
Post Cold War Soviet 

offensive BW programme

Synthetic Biology 2010 onwards ????



Biosecurity Risks of SynBio

� Synthesis of known pathogenic viruses

� Design of “super-pathogen”

� Synthesis/attribute modification of living cells

� Synthesis of modular transporters for targeted 

delivery of threat agents

� Bioengineered production of toxic agents

Source: UNICRI experts group report, 2010



Biosecurity Debate in SynBio - 1

� George Church (2004)

� Proposes DNA order screening and DNA 

sequencer licensing

� Synthetic Biology 2.0 (May 2006)

� draft declaration, attacked by CSOs

� attempt to establish DNA order screening

� Lemon-Relman Committee report (2006)

� Defines four categories of research

� Identifies SynBio as area of concern



Biosecurity Debate in SynBio - 2

� CSIS-MIT-Venter report (2006)

� Focus on synthetic genomics, not synthetic biology

� Mixed aims incl. environmental protection, costs, …

� ICPS (paper by Bügl et.al. 2007)

� Proposes a ‘‘tiered DNA synthesis order screening 

process’’

� Companies to interface with government agencies

� IASB code of conduct (2009)

� Defines screening of orders and customers as good 

business practice



Establishing dual-use bio-security 

awareness

� Question:
What is the level of bio-

security awareness of 

SynBio practitioners in 

Europe?

� Answer:
Low level of awareness 

of relevant milestones in 

bio-security discourse



5P governance matrix 

Dual-use 

governance 

measures

Policy intervention points

Principal 

investigator
Project Premise

Provider / 

Purchaser
Public

Awareness 

raising

Education / 

training

Codes of 

conduct

Regulation

National laws

International 

treaties



Precaution as guiding principle

� PP for dual-use life-sciences research:
“When and where serious and credible 
concern exists that legitimately intended 
biological material, technology or 
knowledge in the life sciences pose threats 
of harm to human health and security, the 
scientific community is obliged to develop, 
implement and adhere to precautious 
measures to meet the concern.”

Kuhlau et.al. 2009, 8



Summary

� Dual-use potential of SynBio is not limited 

to DNA synthesis

� Dual-use awareness in SynBio community 

needs to be improved.

� Most SynBio governance proposals / 

activities addressing potential misuse are 

guided by precautionary reasoning.

� Precautionary principle not yet applied in 

conscious or systematic manner.



Scientific Uncertainty

‘‘Science thrives on uncertainty. The uncertainty of how Science thrives on uncertainty. The uncertainty of how 
genetic traits were replicated led eventually to discovery genetic traits were replicated led eventually to discovery 
of the double helix molecular configuration. Indeed, one of the double helix molecular configuration. Indeed, one 
might argue that it is might argue that it is certaintycertainty, rather than uncertainty, , rather than uncertainty, 
that impedes sciencethat impedes science……

The normal state of affairs in science is unsettled and The normal state of affairs in science is unsettled and 
uncertain, and no amount of new research will completely uncertain, and no amount of new research will completely 
eliminate uncertainty. As earlier questions are answered, eliminate uncertainty. As earlier questions are answered, 
new questions appear.new questions appear.’’

Pollack, Pollack, Uncertain Science Uncertain Science …… Uncertain WorldUncertain World, 2003, 2003


